PUTTING YOUR DATA
IN YOUR HANDS

It’s your Data Warehouse! The Ignite DWT is a collection of scheduled tasks that provides the client the ability to warehouse Encompass loan data on a scheduled interval.

The data that can be extracted includes but is not limited to:

- Standard Encompass Fields
- Custom Encompass Fields
- Virtual Encompass Fields
- Post-Closing Conditions
- Underwriting Conditions
- Lock Information including: Lock Cancellation Requests, Lock Cancellations, Lock Confirmations, Lock Denials, Lock Requests

As loan data is added and updated within Encompass, the DWT extracts all of the fields as defined by the client and pulls the data on an interval basis directly into a Microsoft SQL Server database. The database represents the complete data storage process for the system, containing data for all fields requested, data views for the client’s use for viewing the data pulled, as well as synchronization used when pulling data from Encompass.